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Executive summary  

The present document aims to introduce and describe the deployment of Real 

World components selected by the different regional ecosystems as relevant for their 

respective use cases.  

While WP2.4 “Smart Systems Platforms federation” analyzes and describes all the 

modules and components to be found available for real world deployment under the 

Smart systems platform, this WP3 task provides the support for general deployment of 

the components in real life applications, only focusing on real world components 

without interaction with the rest of the BEinCPPS architecture layers. However, these 

components and deployments are designed to fit with digital world through the 

selection of compatible APIs, or communication protocols that are interoperable with 

digital world components.  

 In WP4 to WP8, each Digital Innovation Hub (DIH) selects one or various 

components from all worlds (real, digital and virtual) to develop and test use cases of 

application to fulfill their requirements. This job is supported by the here described 

WP3 deployments, with the specific configurations of each use case and the 

interconnection of each world components.  

The demonstrators of real world components described at this point may not 

implement all desired and required features of the final use case, but only a proof of 

concept and demonstration of capabilities that will be improved in later months. The 

project results will provide a well-defined model, with a complete architecture and set 

of components, but only a selected part of this component will be implemented and 

tested due to cost and time restrictions.  

The deployments described in following sections will show real world BEinCPPS 

components such as wireless sensor networks and TSN wired networks to provide 

robust communication in harsh environments, and the CPS-ization of legacy 

equipment through the use of embedded systems that provide smart features to flor 

plant devices.  
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1 Introduction  
The scope of the real world deployment, belonging to task 1 of WP3, comprises the 

set up and utilization in real application of the selected Smart Systems platform 

identified in WP2.   

The selection of the required/preferred components and technologies is performed 

on per-site basis, which takes into consideration the different use cases targeted by 

each DIH.   

Any deployment planned in the scope of real world is understood as the physical 

level, where machines interact with the environment, with other machines on the same 

floor-plant and lastly with other digital systems located on Digital domain, (which are 

out of the scope of this task). Examples of Real world are machines on the floor-plant 

that receive orders or configuration parameters, sensors and actuators providing 

information to other machines or systems, and even HMIs (human-machine 

interfaces) of different sorts (screens, keypads, etc.).   

Hence, this domain presents characteristic requirements for component 

deployment. Being the interface with physical world and other elements (machines, 

humans…), hardware elements such as embedded systems, sensors, and network 

interfaces are needed in order to support these demonstrators. The aim of the selected 

components is to transform, adapt or update the infrastructure present in the 

ecosystem scenario of choice to provide enhanced features and interoperability to the 

correspondent real world part of the use case. Specific configurations and 

developments to adjust the real world components to match special requirements of a 

given ecosystem are part of their specific work, therefore the demonstrators and 

developments of the present task in WP3 is to provide meaningful candidate 

technologies and components and the ability to deploy them in any possible scenario.  

  

The Real World landscape  

In the scope of the Real world domain, the diagram below (figure 1), shows the 

components relevant for the project. A generic component addressed as CPS and 

legacy systems comprises all technologies that are available, with the correspondent 

configuration, right off the shelve, such as embedded hardware in the form of PLCs, 

embedded PCs, HMIs, and other IoT devices (sensors, actuators) that may be present 

in the plant floor. These devices can be complemented or improved through the use of 

one or more of the communication related components that are provided as 

foreground contribution, which are the deterministic Ethernet for wired network 

solutions or the Wireless sensor networks for wireless requirements. Other modules 

that are being developed in the project that will further improve the features available 

in the Smart System platform are the µCEP, which is a portable complex event 

processor in an embedded hardware that can be installed on site for local processing 

of events, and the 4DIAC Run Time Environment, a small portable implementation of 

an IEC 61499 runtime environment targeting small embedded control devices.   
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The diagram also shows the components provided at factory level which enable the 

communication and interaction between the aforementioned field devices components 

and the digital world platforms.   

The complete description, current state and more technical information on each of 

the components can be found in the corresponding deliverable D2.7 Smart Systems 

Platform Federation.  

  
Figure 1 Real World full component perspective diagram.  

Organization of this document  

The present document represents the common shared background and information 

regarding the WP3 task on real world deployments. This means that after the 

introduction and contextualization on first sections, the rest of the document focus on 

the architecture and general details of each demonstrator of a real world deployment. 

Finally, all technical details and extended information are addressed on annex 

factsheets provided for each deployment demonstrator.   
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2 Hybrid wired wireless network for real-time temperature sensing.  
The Hybrid wired-wireless network test case selected aims to take advantage 

of the best features of both types of networks, while fulfilling the communication 

requirements of an industrial application, so it can apply to several use cases and 

respond to different scenarios, applications and configurations. The scenario chosen 

for this deployment is the experimental facilities for automotive industry provided by 

the Basque DIH.  

In first place, the wired network uses the TSN (Time synchronized network) 

over the existing Ethernet cable infrastructure that can be commonly found in a floor 

plant installation. This Ethernet cable, also known as RJ-45, is used in several field 

buses protocols like PROFINET, MODBUS TCP, etc. Hence, by adding the TSN 

switch module hardware and the corresponding libraries for compatible field devices, 

this module enhances the existing wired network by providing guaranteed QoS and 

message latency and can avoid completely packet losses, being the best choice for 

application with strict real time requirements.  

On the other hand, there are cases where providing wired infrastructure is 

complicated or even impossible, or some previous experimenting and planning may 

be needed before making a big investment in deployment. It is this scenario that the 

WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) provides the desired features for this tasks. The 

WSN can deploy wireless nodes fast and easy to install and operate, locating sensors 

(or even actuators) where they are temporarily needed, to perform audits in order to 

check if a certain machine or group of machines are operating as expected, pin point 

points of failure, or test best locations for other devices (i.e.: controlling 

environmental parameters, noise and interferences, etc.). A WSN offers then a less 

expensive and versatile solution for applications with non-critical requirements. The 

provided also WSN packs state of the art and new developed protocols and 

mechanisms to provide a very robust communication, resilient to harsh environments 

common in industry.  

The combination of these two communication technologies, by integrating the 

deployed WSN into the TSN to act as another element belonging to the wired 

network, results in the ability to fulfill all the communication needs field devices in a 

floor plant may have. In this case, regarding the scenario of application and focusing 

on robustness in real time communication, the wireless nodes will conform a star 

topology optimized for the task.  

The initial demonstrator features only the interconnection of both components, 

TSN and WSN, and validates the communication features stated above. Data will be 

extracted from sensors present onboard of the WSN nodes, while in further 

implementations oriented to the use case of WP5, data will be acquired by more 

accurate and sophisticated set of sensors.  
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Figure 2 Wired-wireless real time temperature monitoring application overview diagram  

The selected components for this demonstrator, as reflected in the Real World component 

diagram are:  

• TSN  
• Wireless Internet CPS + IoT sensors  

  
Figure 3 Selected components for Basque ecosystem highlighted  

The technical details and deployment guide for this demonstrator can be found on the annexed 

factsheet #1.  
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3 Hybrid wired-wireless network for mobile monitoring 

hotspots.  
In this demonstrator the components for network and communication deployed are 

the TSN and the Wireless Internet CPS with IoT sensors, which also match figure 3, 

but introduces several changes in compenents configuration. This deployment is aimed 

for the Smart Factory KL facilities of DFKI in Kaiserslautern.  

 The benefits and reasoning of why these components are chosen can be extracted 

from previous section, but the final aim of demonstrator application is different, 

focusing on mobility and dynamicity offered by the components when properly 

configured.  

The application under test consists in a TSN network that will provide real-time 

guaranteed communications, available for any field device enabled for this type of 

technology, and a Wireless internet network with a gateway that will transmitt data 

gathered by wireless sensor nodes through the TSN network to an available HMI. In 

this sense, the sensor node features an IoT sensor which needs the radio interface 

provided by the wireless internet component, and a microcontroller or embedded 

system capable of CPS-fying the sensor and give it some intelligence.  

For demonstration purposes, the application shows the concept of “virtual wall”, 

where an operator can select a zone or area that should be offlimits or restricted, for 

safety or security reasons. In our case, this virtual wall can be deployed at any location 

inside the plant, by installing a wireless sensor node where required.   

  
Figure 4 Wired-wireless network for mobile monitoring hotspots overview diagram.  
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In this case, the wireless network takes advantage of the dynamic routing and multi-

path capabilities, creating a mesh network that enables communication in longer 

distances and facilitates the live redeployment of sensors without stoping the network.  

Because the application aims to trigger alarms when a restricted area limited by the 

virtual wall is tresspased, the integration of the wireless nodes with the TSN offers the 

real time features required.  

  

4  Conclusion  
This document has described the deployment of a subset of Real World components 

identified in the Smart Systems Platform of work package 2. At this point, the TRL of 

some components and the requirements and restrictions in their possible application in 

the different use cases leads to leaving several components out of the current 

deployment stage. These components are still candidates for implementation and 

deployment in next iteration of experiments, after results of the first round show the 

need for further improvement, or new possibilities open in the scope of each use case 

and DIH, possibly thanks to the deployment of new components that can serve as 

basis.  

Digital Innovation Hubs, or ecosystems, analyzed the available components, and in 

some cases they detected the unfeasibility of deploying as they are any of the solutions 

provided in the scope of the project at this point. This poses a challenge for future 

months, in regards to detecting and designing new deployments that can fit the 

unsolved requirements of such use cases, but also in combination with the effort to 

detect possibilities of designing new use cases of interest where components can be 

effectively deployed.   

 The foreground components 4DIAC with OPC-UA and µCEP, because of their 

novelty, are expected for the second iteration in month 24, while the application of the 

other components will evolve in next months to better adapt to the use case 

requirements, improving support and CPS-ization of more legacy devices, wider range 

of sensor types, and more compatible field level communication architectures and 

protocol stacks. Aspects such as security and safety are left for next iteration, as an 

aspect of utter importance but required for a final demonstrator/production system, and 

current tests are focused on feasibility of deployments.   

For the components used in each real world deployment demonstrator included in 

this document, a technical description with deployment guides can be found in the 

annexed factsheets.   

Given that the components deployed are similar in both factsheets, mainly because 

the current availability of components introduced earlier, the deployments provided in 

this document aim to show how the components TSN and WSN can be applied to wide 

range of applications. Therefore, the configuration and deployment process is different 
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in each case, involving also different types of IoT sensors and legacy devices. For a 

quick overview, check the table 1 below.  

  

  

  

  

Factsheet #1  

Deployment  

Factsheet #2 

Deployment  

Application  
Wired-wireless temperature 

monitoring  

Wired-wireless mobile sensing 

hotspots  

Protocol Interface 

(API)  
OPC-UA  MQTT  

IoT sensor/  

Legacy devices  
Temperature sensor DHT21  

Infrared sensor 

(emitter+receiver)  

Type and period 

of sensing  
Periodic, 10 seconds  Events, on change trigger  

Wireless network 

topology  
Star  Mesh  

Table 1 Overview of deployments configuration  

  

The list of appendixes below shows a quick index of the factsheets.  

  

Appendix Factsheet #1 Deployment for MAIER (Basque)   

Appendix Factsheet #2 Deployment in Smart Factory KL   
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1 Introduction  
This document provides a description of the deployment of real world components 

as introduced in the Deliverable 3.1, for the Basque DIH. The components selected 

for testing at this stage are the Deterministic Ethernet and the Wireless Sensor 

Network, aiming to provide a hybrid wired-wireless communication infrastructure 

that allows real time critical communication and the versatility of deployment of a 

robust wireless communication network. For an overview of the architecture and the 

equipment integrated in the CPPS to be implemented in Basque refer to D5.1  

  

2 Target Environment  
The hybrid robust network proposed in this demonstrator relies on two main 

components of the BEinCPPS Smart System Platform: the deterministic Ethernet and 

the Wireless Sensor Network. The wired component allows critical systems with strict 

time requirement to communicate with guaranteed service, while the integration of a 

WSN adds flexibility to the deployment of sensors, allows achieving wider number of 

devices monitored (ones that are usually not wired to the network or have difficult 

access). The network topology and demonstrator diagram can be seen below:   
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Figure 1 Demonstrator diagram  

As seen in the diagram, the wireless network forms a star topology, because 

distance and multi-hop requirements are not necessary for this case, but still uses a 

scheduling mechanism at MAC layer to provide robust, deterministic communication. 

Furthermore, a star topology avoiding multi-hop can provide better response in terms 

of guaranteed delay values in communication.   
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Figure 2 Deterministic communication on demonstrator  

The diagram above shows an abstraction of how the deterministic communication 

works on this demonstration. In a simplified summary, the TSN features a n-slotted 

frame, where each device has the permission to transmit or receive in a given slot. 

This guarantees the traffic over this network. One of this slots is then allocated for the 

WSN gateway connected to the TSN switch. At the same time, the WSN operates in a 

similar fashion, using a slotted frame of its own (with differences because the wireless 

access has its own characteristics, including the possibility of nodes sharing time slots 

but on different frequency channels). Hence, sensor data needed to transmit wirelessly 

also has a robust channel of communication. A note on the frame configurations, is 

that the wired TSN channel features much more capabilities in terms of bandwidth 

and throughput, while the WSN traffic is slower, smaller in data size and less 

frequent. The assumption at this point is that a TSN is frequent and long enough to 

empty all the WSN data available on the buffer of the gateway in a single slot.     

Requirements at this point of the demonstrator are the hardware necessary with the 

specified OS in the component description and network infrastructure:  

• Initially and for demo purposes, a network with 5 wireless nodes.  

• TSN-WSN gateway, which is implemented in a Beagle Bone embedded pc, 

running all required software:  

o TSN libraries and drivers for the Ethernet port.  

o Network interface drivers for serial communication through USB for the 

IEEE802.15.4e interface.  

o Node.js application for collecting sensor data, which is transmitted over an 

IPv6 socket. The application also takes the data gathered and makes it 

available to the Ethernet port and IPv4 through an OPC-UA server or web 

service, in order to test the availability of data in an HMI. Nodejs and 

nodejs-opcua libraries must be installed in the system.  
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• TSN Ethernet switch for the wired deterministic network.  

• HMI, in this case a laptop or PC connected to the network, running a client able to 

receive data from the WSN across the wired TSN.   

3  Component Deployment  

3.1  Wireless Internet Network CPS  

The wireless sensor network deployed consists of 5 nodes that simulate having a 

sensor interface measuring temperature (for this demo, based on the onboard 

temperature sensor model SHT-21, view datasheet in [1]), and send the data acquired 

every 10 seconds through an UDP socket to the WSN gateway. The update period of 

10 seconds takes into account that the temperature is a magnitude that usually changes 

slowly, and also the sensor limitations in response time to this changes.  

Nodes are pre-configured with the firmware to operate in a stand-alone way, which 

means the network configuration is performed dynamically and transparent for the 

user, who only has to place nodes and sensors in the desired location. It is assumed for 

this demonstrator that distances are not long and can be extrapolated that all nodes RF 

coverage is enough to create a star topology (later tests will cover meshed network for 

covering bigger areas).  

  

  
Figure 3 WSN Nodes  
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Figure 4 Onboard sensors detail  
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Figure 5 Images of wireless sensors being easily deployed  

  

 

Figure 6 IEEE802.15.4e alternative USB interfaces for the Gateway  
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Figure 7 WSN nodes and Gateway connected to the TSN Switch (all components deployed))  

The WSN gateway includes the OS and software required to operate the WSN 

network. The IEEE802.15.4e interface is provided by a node connected through an 

USB board, and acts as sink or root of the WSN, which creates a wireless LAN auto 

configured. Nodes do not need to know a priori the IPv6 address of the gateway, as 

the underlying MAC protocol will discover it. For the first part, a screen connected to 

the gateway to operate it (or ssh session if available) is needed in order to launch the 

test. To start the WSN network and checking sensor data received, for the 

preconfigured mode of operation, only a few steps are required:  

 Power on gateway, load OS.  

 Go to home path and run the script “BEinCPPS_WSN_demo” 

with the command:  

./BEinCPPS_WSN_demo  

 This will start the network interface and the socket, and show on the terminal 

console the data received.  
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Figure 8 Screenshot of running script, enabling an OPC-UA server with WSN nodes data.  

 Put every node on their desired position and power them on.  

 Wait for a few seconds in order to let the network discover nodes and 

synchronize, then data will start appearing in the console.  

  

We also provide an HMI interface to test the WSN-OPCUA gateway, which can 

be accessible in any browser. For this demo purposes, the HMI, which is a nodejs 

OPCUA client implementation with a webserver for the interface, is located in 

another Beagle Bone, connected to the TSN, that hosts the OPC-UA client software 

and a webserver with the user interface. Nevertheless, it can be installed in any other 

machine of the network, which ideally also connects to a TSN switch, just by 

introducing correctly the OPCUA server address.   
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Figure 9 Screenshots of provided HMI interface for the WSN-OPCUA gateway (Embedded pc with Hmi and a 

TSN switch on the left).  

3.2  TSN (TTtech)  

IEEE TSN is a set of standards that define reliable and guaranteed real-time data 

exchange over regular Ethernet networks. In general, IEEE standardization extends 

the functionality of standard Ethernet to ensure that:  

1. Message latency is guaranteed through switched networks  

2. Critical and non-critical can be converged in one network without risk of 

impact on the delivery of the critical traffic by collisions with the non-critical 

traffic  

3. Higher layer protocols can share the network infrastructure with real-time 

control traffic  

4. Components can be added to real-time control systems without network or 

equipment alterations  

5. Network faults can be diagnosed and repaired faster because of more precise 

information on their source.  

Deterministic Ethernet is a paradigm that encompasses Ethernet technologies 

enabling deterministic data exchange, here “deterministic” means “with known frame 

delivery latency and jitter”, which implies two things:  

 fixed latency and jitter result in reliable delivery within guaranteed time frames 

 low latency and jitter result real-time delivery  
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It can be seen that TSN is covered by Deterministic Ethernet.  

Since TSN is targeted as real-time networks, it requires precise knowledge of time 

for all nodes in the network. Within the network all devices will be synchronized 

using IEEE 1588v2 clock synchronization. Consequently, they share the knowledge of 

the global time and can schedule data exchange operations in coordination with each 

other. Such system-wide synchronization assisted by coordinated schedules enables 

real-time data-exchange vital for automation and control systems.  

The TSN switch (see it Figure 109, also in figure 6 deployed with rest of 

components) is an entry-level Deterministic Ethernet switch provided by TTTech that 

enables TSN networking for industrial automation. The switch is a six-port Fast 

Ethernet Switch. It supports HW time-stamping on all PHYs for IEEE 1588v2 clock 

synchronization and prioritized VLAN configurations – features that are essential for 

establishing TSN connectivity.   

  
Figure 10: TSN Switch  

The end nodes with the WSN Gateway supporting TSN (e.g. Beaglebone) need to 

be connected to the specific pre-configured ports on the TSN switch to enable sending 

deterministic messages. Wait until the devices have booted and clock synchronization 

has been established. This is indicated with the Status LED on the front panel of the 

switches. Once the Status LED on each switch is lit solid green, the network clock 

synchronization is established and the network traffic schedule is active. (Note: 

System boot up will take up to one minute). When needed because distances between 

TSN devices, more TSN switches can be used to relay data.  

4 Test Cases  
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Test Name  WSN nodes to WSN-TSN gateway.  

Pre-Conditions  
Gateway must be powered on and running provided software. 

Nodes must be powered on.  

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Observe received data 

in Gateway  

Every node sends data to gateway, following the configured 

scheduling and sensor data rate.  

Table 1 Test case 1  

Test Name  TSN device to TSN network  

Pre-Conditions  
Device must be powered on and connected to the TSN switch. TSN 

switch must be powered on and connected to the network.   

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Test TSN connection  Checked connectivity in TSN network  

Table 2 Test case 2  

Test Name  WSN gateway to TSN network  

Pre-Conditions  

Gateway must be powered on, connected to the TSN switch and 

running provided software. Nodes must be powered on. TSN 

switch must be powered on and connected to the network  

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Observe received data 

in Gateway  

Every node sends data to gateway, and this relays the data through 

the TSN, following the configured scheduling and sensor data 

rate, and then is made accessible in an HMI  

Table 3 Test case 3  

  

5 References  
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 [1]  Temperature  and  humidity  sensor  SHT-21  datasheet  –  

(http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1780639.pdf)  

http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1780639.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1780639.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1780639.pdf
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1 Introduction  
This document provides a description of the deployment of real world components 

as introduced in the Deliverable 3.1, in a demonstrator proposed for the Smart 

Factory. The components selected for testing purposes are the Deterministic Ethernet 

and the Wireless Sensor Network, supporting the CPSization of legacy devices and 

IoT Sensor devices. In this case the deployment, although presenting similar 

components as factsheet #1, is configured differently presenting another type of IoT 

sensors connected to the wireless network. This network is configured also supporting 

a different topology, and features MQTT as an application protocol, which is another 

wide-spread publish/subscribe solution for telemetry and data exchange in IoT, and 

can easily configured to interoperate with higher layers of the BEinCPPS platform 

through the FIWARE IDAS or the OpenIoT wrappers.   

  

2 Target Environment  
The demonstrator proposed relies on two main components of the BEinCPPS 

Smart System Platform: the deterministic Ethernet and the Wireless Sensor Network. 

AS introduced in the deliverables D2.7 and in D3.1, the wired component allows 

critical systems with strict time requirement to communicate with guaranteed service, 

while the integration of a WSN adds flexibility and mobility to the deployment of 

sensors, and allows achieving a wider number of devices monitored. The network 

topology and demonstrator diagram can be seen below:  
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Figure 1 Demonstrator diagram  

As seen in the diagram, a wireless sensor network, which has the ability to form 

mesh networks if required (because of long distances, interferences, background 

noise, etc.), and can be used with scheduling at MAC layer to provide robust, 

deterministic communication.   
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Figure 2 Deterministic communication on demonstrator  

The diagram above shows an abstraction of how the deterministic communication 

works on this demonstration. In a simplified summary, the TSN features an n-slotted 

frame, where each device has the permission to transmit or receive in a given slot. 

This guarantees the traffic over this network. One of these slots is then allocated for 

the WSN gateway connected to the TSN switch. At the same time, the WSN operates 

in a similar fashion, using a slotted frame of its own (with differences because the 

wireless access has its own characteristics, including the possibility of nodes sharing 

time slots but on different frequency channels). Hence, sensor data needed to transmit 

wirelessly also has a robust channel of communication. A note on the frame 

configurations is that the wired TSN channel features much more capabilities in terms 

of bandwidth and throughput, while the WSN traffic is slower, smaller in data size 

and less frequent. The assumption at this point is that a TSN is frequent and long 

enough to empty all the WSN data available on the buffer of the gateway in a single 

slot, ensuring that the QoS provided by the WSN are assured in the wired part of the 

network.     

The application to be shown with this deployment aims to explore the concept of 

“virtual walls” for safety in an industrial environment. There are cases when certain 

areas in a floorplan are considered as hazardous and access to them must be restricted, 

but not 100% of the time. For instance, only during the operation of a given machine. 

Then, other times these areas can be freely accessed, allowing maintenance works, 

etc.  

The behavior and timely random characteristics of the operation of some areas can 

pose an opportunity to integrate virtual walls supported with mobile CPS (combining 

a wireless sensor node with an IoT sensor), enabling the possibility to mark restricted 

areas dynamically only when and where needed.  

In the scope of the Smart Factory, the facility A is connected to its control-PC via 

non real-time Ethernet. This facility is composed of several dangerous moving parts (a 
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robot, a pick´n´place unit and a workpiece carriage) and working without any 

housing. The concept of virtual walls can be implemented here for safety application. 

When this area is being monitored and somebody enters it, an alarm is triggered.   

  
Figure 3 Facility A  

To show the easy relocation of the nodes, it is possible to move the safety walls in 

order to cover a bigger area and also monitor another facility (here named facility B) 

which is located nearby facility A.   

  
Figure 4 Facility B  
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Figure 5 Spatial representation of the use-case  

A proof of concept for HMI, helping the characterization and testing of this application, can 

be seen in later figures. (figure 14)  

Requirements at this point of the demonstrator are the hardware necessary with the 

specified OS in the component description and network infrastructure:  

• Initially and for this demo purposes, a wireless network with 3 wireless nodes.  

• TSN-WSN gateway, which is implemented in a Beagle Bone embedded pc, running all 

required software:  

o TSN libraries and drivers for the Ethernet port.  

o Network interface drivers for serial communication through USB for the 

IEEE802.15.4e interface.  

o Node.js application for collecting sensor data, which is transmitted over an 

IPv6 socket. The application also takes the data gathered and makes it 

available to the Ethernet port and IPv4 through an MQTT publisher 

service, in order to test the availability of data in an HMI. Nodejs and 

nodejs mqtt libraries must be installed in the system.  

• TSN Ethernet switch for the wired deterministic network.  

• HMI, in this case a laptop or PC connected to the network, running a client able to 

receive data from the WSN across the wired TSN.   

• A MQTT broker, in this case it is installed in the same HMI device, featuring a 

mosquitto 1.3.4 open source broker (for linux machines).  
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3  Component Deployment  

3.1  Wireless Sensor Network  

The wireless sensor network deployed consists of 3 nodes. One of these nodes 

packs an IR obstacle detection sensor able to detect presence in a given radio of 

distance. The other nodes could feature similar or other type of sensor, but in this case 

are left as repeater wireless nodes in order to provide robustness to the mesh network, 

allowing for bigger distances and multi-path routing options.   

Nodes are pre-configured with the firmware to operate in a stand-alone way, which 

means the network configuration is performed dynamically and transparent for the 

user, who only has to place nodes and sensors in the desired location. In this 

demonstrator, the node with sensors can be deployed in different locations and must 

be able to communicate in longer distances than the nodes deployed in other 

factsheets. Also, because of its mobility, must be able to reconfigure paths 

dynamically to rejoin the network when redeployed in different location.   

   
Figure 6 Obstacle avoidance IR sensor for the virtual wall application  
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Figure 7 Detail of Wireless nodes used in virtual wall deployment, with sensor on the side, before mounting  
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Figure 8 Conection of external Sensor to wireless node detailed schematic  

  

Figure 9 Detail of wireless sensor with a tested encapsulation.  
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Figure 10 IEEE802.15.4 USB interfaces for the Gateway  

 

Figure 11 WSN nodes and Gateway with the TSN Switch  
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The WSN gateway includes the OS and software required to operate the WSN 

network. The IEEE802.15.4e interface is provided by a node connected through an 

USB board, and acts as sink or root of the WSN, which creates a wireless LAN auto 

configured. Nodes do not need to know a priori the IPv6 address of the gateway, as 

the underlying MAC protocol will discover it. For the first part, a screen connected to 

the gateway to operate it (or ssh session if available) is needed in order to launch the 

test (this step must be later automatized once the operation is tested and confirmed).  

 To start the WSN network and checking sensor data received, for the preconfigured 

mode of operation, only a few steps are required:  

 Power on gateway, load OS.  

 Go  to  home  path  and  run  the  script  

“BEinCPPS_WSN_SmartFactory” with the command:  

./BEinCPPS_WSN_SmartFactory  

 This will start the network interface and the socket, and show on the terminal 

console the data received.   
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Figure 11 Screenshot of running script, enabling an MQTT publisher with the PIR sensor data, and capture of the 

broker and subscriber output console log  
   

  
Figure 12 Detail of use of the HMI provided by an embedded PC connected to a TSN switch.  

 Put every node on their desired position and power them on.  

 Wait for a few seconds in order to let the network discover nodes and 

synchronize, then data will start appearing in the console.  

  

We also provide an HMI interface to test the WSN-MQTT gateway, which can be 

accessible in any browser. For this demo purposes, the HMI contains a webserver 

with a MQTT subscriber for the interface. It is located in another Beagle Bone, 

connected to the TSN. In an MQTT application the figure of the broker is vital, and 

for maintaining the real-time capabilities provided by the TSN, the broker should run 

in a machine connected to this TSN in the floorplant. In this case, for simplification, 

the broker is located in the same device that hosts the HMI webserver.  

Nevertheless, it can be installed in any other machine of the network, which ideally 

also connects to a TSN switch.   

  

Finally, note that this application is oriented to having a mobile monitoring 

hotspot, which means the wireless node can be moved and placed in different 

locations where it can be needed.   
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Figure 13 Detail of a wireless node with virtual wall sensor installed to monitor a restricted area where a conveyor 

belt is working.. Captured during testing stage.  
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Figure 14 Screenshots of provided HMI interface for the WSN-TSN gateway.  
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3.2  TSN (TTtech)  

The description and features of the TSN component can be found in detail in 

deliverable D2.7 and also in the description of the factsheet #1 of D3.1. As summary, 

the TSN switch is an entry-level Deterministic Ethernet switch provided by TTTech 

that enables TSN networking for industrial automation. The switch is a six-port Fast 

Ethernet Switch. It supports HW time-stamping on all PHYs for IEEE 1588v2 clock 

synchronization and prioritized VLAN configurations – features that are essential for 

establishing TSN connectivity.   

  
Figure 15: TSN Switch  

The end nodes with the WSN Gateway supporting TSN (e.g. Beaglebone) need to 

be connected to the specific pre-configured ports on the TSN switch to enable sending 

deterministic messages. Wait until the devices have booted and clock synchronization 

has been established. This is indicated with the Status LED on the front panel of the 

switches. Once the Status LED on each switch is lit solid green, the network clock 

synchronization is established and the network traffic schedule is active. (Note:  

System boot up will take up to one minute).  

4  Test Cases  

Test Name  WSN nodes to WSN-TSN gateway.  

Pre-Conditions  
Gateway must be powered on and running provided software. 

Nodes must be powered on.  

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  
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Input  Expected Result  

Observe received data 

in Gateway  

Sensing Node sends data to gateway, following the configured 

scheduling and sensor data rate. Intermediate nodes only relay 

data.  

Table 1 Test case 1  

Test Name  Mobility of WSN nodes  

Pre-Conditions  

Gateway must be powered on and running provided software. A 

previously connected node must be powered off and redeployed in 

another location*  

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Observe received data 

in Gateway after 

reallocating a node  

The reallocated node is able to reconnect to the network and start 

sending data again seamlessly.  

Alternative test *  
The result is the same when reallocating the node without 

powering it off. Rationale for powering it off is battery saving.  

Table 2 Test case 2  

  

Test Name  TSN device to TSN network  

Pre-Conditions  
Device must be powered on and connected to the TSN switch. TSN 

switch must be powered on and connected to the network.   

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Test TSN connection  Check connectivity in TSN network  

Table 3 Test case 2  

Test Name  WSN gateway to TSN device  
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Pre-Conditions  

Gateway must be powered on, connected to the TSN switch and 

running provided software. Nodes must be powered on. TSN 

switch must be powered on and connected to the network. Another 

device connected to the TSN, containing the HMI and MQTT 

broker and subscriber must be powered on, synchronized and 

running provided software.  

Post-Conditions  Not relevant  

Input  Expected Result  

Observe received data 

in Gateway  

Every node sends data to gateway, and this relays the data through 

the TSN, following the configured scheduling and sensor data 

rate, and is accessible in an HMI  

Table 4 Test case 3  


